Verdejo's Career-High 27 Points To 50-L6 Win

by Paul Schneck

It was the Saturday's victory that came a little too late for the Defense. A victory that came a little too late for the Defense that had to wait 17 minutes before Verdejo scored his first point, and a victory that came a little too late for Verdejo that had to wait 17 minutes before Verdejo scored his first point.

Verdejo, the team's leading scorer, finally scored in the third quarter, and the Defense never looked back, winning by a point in the fourth quarter. Verdejo's performance was a testament to his determination and hard work, as he scored a career-high 27 points and led the team to victory.

The Defense's win was their third consecutive victory and improved their record to 8-2. Verdejo's performance was crucial to the team's success, as he scored 10 of his 27 points in the fourth quarter, helping to secure the win for the team.

With the win, the Defense moved into a tie for first place in the league standings. They will look to continue their winning streak in their next game, as they host the Archers at home on Sunday.
Phone Lines Cause Station Down The Wire Problems

Even as thousands of potential listeners slept last night, WCDB engineering staffs worked feverishly to ensure a high-quality audio signal for today's sign-on.

Testing the lines connecting the station's Campus Center studios and its transmitter continued into the early morning hours until a final determination was made that the station would in fact begin FM broadcasting, according to WCDB Chief Engineer Ira Goldstein. Goldstein said "several minor difficulties" in the lines had yet to be eliminated when New York Telephone finished its installation work yesterday.

Leased telephone lines are being used by WCDB because of what a station spokesman called "the likelihood of the Mohawk Tower transmitter's temporary status." Objections to the transmitter site raised by the Atmospheric Science Research Center prompted the station management to discontinue tedious work on their own transmitter line last week.

Station General Manager Paul Rosenthal said he was "reluctant to have to wait" until early this morning before approving today's sign-on, but felt that "it was necessary for us to be fully confident of an adequate sounding signal before we gave the go-ahead.

Rosenthal noted that certain engineering work would continue through today in an attempt to further increase the audio quality. "In any event, there is a full year's worth of engineering work that remains for us," Rosenthal stated.

The installation of the transmitter line represented the last step in a long series of technical tasks required before WCDB was fully ready to go on the air.

Wiring of the station's new studios, not yet complete, has been underway for the last three weeks. "It's been an around-the-clock job," Goldstein noted.

Station engineers agreed last night that, while much work still remains to be done, the most vital jobs have been completed.

Join 91FM DJ Rich Schenken for The Album of the Week

91FM Sports Presents: Great Dane Basketball

Albany vs. Hamilton
Tonight at 7:50 p.m.
Join Mark Plavina and Joe Fremont and Sports Wrap host Eve Kofsky
Only on 91FM — WCDB

Join 91FM Sports For ECAC Basketball Action From Utica
Saturday at 5:30 p.m.

Third World Show
Spotlighting the best in ragga, calypso, and other musical styles from the Third World. With Donor Powell.

Saturdays at 6 p.m. — on 91FM

National Lampoon Radio Hour
A weekly half-hour of the crazy, irreverent humor made responsible by National Lampoon. Featuring such notables as Chevy Chase and Gilda Radner.

Saturdays at 8 p.m. — on 91FM

"A New Sound For Albany"

Chronology

1956: Popularitv of reggae declines without an actual radio facility.
1962: University gives Radio Guild its facilities to begin operation of a broadcasting facility. The station, first called WVWA, was named after the eventual goal of "expanding FM broadcasting".
1968: WVWA programming is primarily Top 40. Broadcasting begins to State Quad. First Great Dane basketball game.
1975: Radio Guild announces first funding for an FM station. University approves station's move to the new campus. First football coverage.
1976: WVWA goes full time on 91FM as schedule is completed. Fall semester begins.
1977: WSN1 News/Tim Scott net joins the concept of an FM station. Student administration estudied Editorial Board.
1978: "Saturday Night Of Gold" becomes SUNYA legated. Station management board begins several attempts to complete an application for an FM license.
1979: WSN1 Student Association begins to formulate the need for a campus station on campus. Station voluntarily signs off the air for two months.
1980: Station management consulting engineers complete a new FM application. Programming is redesigned to better serve students.
1981: FM application sent to the Federal Communications Commission. FCC assures that SUNYA impact will be heard and action, further delaying official action.
1982: Construction permit finally granted by the FCC. Call letters WSN1 assigned. Space in the Campus Center is designated for expanded studios and construction begins.
1983: Studio construction ends and stationplies for FCC for final authorization to begin broadcasting. Station signs on the air.

"There are dozens of former station managers who worked hard, but never saw an FM station," said Rosenthal.
"Fortunately, those who are directly responsible are still in the Albany area and will be able to hear the station."

Welcoming the New Sound

They said it would never happen in our lifetime. This afternoon, the dream of an FM radio station at SUNYA will become a reality as WCDB finally begins broadcasting.

This more than a happy occasion for the radio station's staff. Today's broadcast signals the end of a communications void at SUNYA. WCDB will be bringing more to this campus than music, news and sports. It will provide a vehicle by which this university community of nearly 20,000 can obtain vital information at a moment's notice. The station will not only cover and report on SUNYA students not only to this campus, but to the city at large.

It will inform, entertain, and serve both SUNYA and Albany.

Most importantly, it will be our radio station, specifically tailored to the needs and likes of SUNYA students. The event will cover and report on SUNYA students not only to this campus, but to the city at large. It will inform, entertain, and serve both SUNYA and the Albany area.

The staff of The Albany Student Press extends its congratulations to all members of SUNYA who worked hard and fought to make the FM dream a reality. Many times Murphy's Law (whatever can go wrong, will) seemed to prevail for the folks working on the station. There were empty promises, bureaucratic boggles, long delays in license application processing, funding problems, space problems, technical problems, building problems, wiring problems — even problems with an academic department which, at the last minute, decided it didn't like the idea of sharing Mohawk tower with WCDB's antenna and transmitter.

These problems were all met by the staff of the WCDB with the highest form of competence and professionalism. When things got discouraging, they persisted when others would have given up. From the time the first application for an FM license was submitted to the SUNYA administration five years ago, to when the first test signals were broadcast from the studio at about 1 a.m. this morning, an incredible amount of work had been put in by numerous dedicated individuals.

It is a kind of dedication which has resulted in the broadcast debut this afternoon. It is this kind of dedication which rightfully deserves the admiration and gratitude of the SUNYA community.

The staff of The Albany Student Press extends its congratulations to all members of SUNYA who worked hard and fought to make the FM dream a reality. Although the dream was realized in their time at SUNYA, the fruits of their efforts can be now obtained by simply turning on the radio. To the current WCDB staff, congratulations! A job well done does bring about luck for a successful future.

They said it would never happen in our lifetime. Well, we were wrong. SUNYA's got an FM radio station.

"A New Sound For Albany"

"A New Sound For Albany"

editorial
Miller Report On Tenure Released

by M.V. Mansfield

SUNY was not found by bread-and-butter newspapers to be the R-1niest faculty and from it for its report released by the American
Higher Education Committee. The three-page report, which is 78 Program Schedule

School of Education May Be Moved to Draper Campus

by Steve Tomlin

Acting SUNY President Vincent O'Flaherty will decide within two weeks whether to move the School of Education to some other academic group to the downtown campus, according to Vice President for Business and Finance, John Harrington. The move for which Harrington would resolve a "major problem on the administrative structure of the college," Harrington said in an interview last week. Harrington said the move would be made during the next academic year.

The move, which was recently under discussion for the past six months, is expected to affect 70 to 80 faculty members.

The move would also affect the School of Education's office because the college is planning to move the School of Education's office to the Innovation Park.

In addition to the move, a new building for the School of Education's office is being planned.

The move would be made during the next academic year.

Housing Shortage Anticipated

by J.M. Weir

Leaving the St. Agnes Student Center complex in Lockport is "one of several possible scenarios" being considered for new offices and housing facilities for the fall of 1979, according to Vice President for Student Affairs, John Harrington.

The move would be made during the next academic year.

A new building for the School of Education's office is being planned.

The move would be made during the next academic year.

Noisy Weir as our student advisor anticipated would be more specific about other options under consideration. According to Weir, "We are still exploring possibilities, so we are not sure which course any given course will take."

Weir indicated that college administrators will have to be "very cautious about the possibilities of any given course as we are moving forward to the next academic year."

Housing forecast indicates that the possibility of additional housing for the fall will be made during the next academic year.

Before any of the decisions become final, Weir said, "We are still exploring other options, so we are not sure which course any given course will take."

Weir indicated that college administrators will have to be "very cautious about the possibilities of any given course as we are moving forward to the next academic year."

Housing forecast indicates that the possibility of additional housing for the fall will be made during the next academic year.
In Somalian Crisis, TV News Airs Child's Cry

By Thomas_Marcello

Time was before the tragic event. Time was before the famine. Time was before the war in this remote region of the world. But time was there.

The people of Somalia were struggling. They were struggling to survive. They were struggling to keep their children alive. And then, one day, it started.

The famine hit. And with it came the war. The people's struggle intensified. They fought against the odds. They fought against the enemy. They fought for survival.

Now, the situation is dire. The people are desperate. They need our help. They need our compassion. They need our support.

So, when you watch the news tonight, please take a moment to think about the people of Somalia. Please think about their struggle. Please think about their hardship.

And if you can, please donate. Any amount helps. Every little bit counts. Let's come together and help these brave souls.

Thank you.

Rival Unions Compete To Represent SUNY Faculty

By C. Pamela_Jones

The United Professional Faculty of SUNY and the SUNY-AACW have been competing for representation of SUNY faculty since their founding.

The UPF has been active on campus for several years, advocating for better working conditions and a more representative voice for faculty. The SUNY-AACW has been more focused on issues of academic freedom and tenure.

Despite their differences, both unions continue to strive for the betterment of SUNY faculty, and their competition has led to positive changes on campuses throughout the state.

A Matter of Government Efficiency

WASHINGTON (AP) — President Obama announced yesterday that he will appoint a task force to examine ways to improve government efficiency and reduce costs. The move comes at a time when government spending is a major concern for many Americans.

The task force will be made up of experts from various fields, including business, academia, and government. The goal is to come up with recommendations that will help to streamline operations and save taxpayers money.

The announcement was met with mixed reactions. Some praised the move as a step in the right direction, while others expressed concerns about the potential for increased bureaucracy.

The task force is expected to present its findings to the president within three months.

Long Term Bonds to the Rescue

WASHINGTON (AP) — The Treasury Department announced today that it will sell a new long-term bond with a 30-year term. The bond is expected to sell well, providing much-needed funds for the government.

The move is seen as a positive step in the ongoing debate over the debt ceiling. It comes at a time when the country is facing a fiscal crisis and many are calling for action to reduce the deficit.

The bond will be sold on the open market and is expected to be a popular choice among investors. The Treasury Department is hoping that the move will help to stabilize the market and reduce uncertainty.

Committees Still Evaluating Deans

By Steve_Nepple

Two of the three committees evaluating the performance of four SUNY administrators — the Audit Committee, the Faculty Senate Committee, the Academic Senate Committee, and the Board of Trustees Committee — have yet to finish their reports. According to committee chairmen, most of the evaluations are expected to be completed by March 1.

"We want a March 17 completion," one chairman said. "But this is a process of taking a look at what's been done and making recommendations."

TAP Award Increases Probable

By Ken_Carter

The Tatman Award for Public Service, which is one of the most prestigious awards given by the University, is expected to increase significantly this year. The award, which recognizes outstanding service to the community, is projected to reach $100,000.

The increase is due to a change in the award's criteria, which will now take into account the impact of the recipient's work on the community over a longer period of time.

The University has been working on the award for several years, and the changes were made to reflect the increasing importance of public service in today's society.

Entertainment Bus Barred Temporarily This Weekend

By Bill_Hall

The entertainment bus, which is a popular attraction in the area, has been barred from operating temporarily this weekend. The bus has been cited for several violations in recent weeks, including overloading and failing to comply with safety regulations.

The bus will be suspended for the weekend, according to the city's transportation department. The city's public safety department says it will not tolerate violations of its laws.

The bus has run into several problems recently, including issues with overcrowding and safety. It has also been criticized for its failure to comply with city regulations.

For more information, please contact the city's transportation department at 555-1234.
Discount Bus Offer May Be Fraud

by Ed Coldham

The Consumer Complaints Commission of the State of N.Y. is investigating a recent complaint that a bus service advertised in the Albany Times Union on March 18 is not operating.

The advertisement claims that "Two Fingers" are available for $1.25 at the Albany Municipal Airport.

"We're traveling the mail to New York," an employee of the service told the Commission.

"We'll be there in two weeks and we'll pick you up," the employee said.

The Commission has not been able to verify the existence of this service.

Faculty Unions

Chairman Dr. M. L. J. Smith of the Faculty Union has announced that the union will not recognize the new contract offered by the university.

The contract offers a 5% pay raise, but the union demands a 10% raise and the elimination of the "layoff clause.

According to Dr. Smith, the university's offer is not acceptable.

Surfing the Net

The New York Times reported that the university has been engaged in a lawsuit with a group of students who want to use the university's computer network for personal surf the New York Times.

The university claims that the students are using the network for personal gain and that they are violating the terms of the contract.

Grievance Committee Called For

by Bob Rafferty

The Grievance Committee of the Falk Union has been called into session to investigate a complaint by a faculty member.

The complaint alleges that the faculty member was not fairly treated in a recent promotion.

The committee will meet on March 28.

Housing Shortage Anticipated

by Miller Report

A housing shortage is anticipated in the near future, according to a recent report.

The report predicts that the shortage will affect both faculty and students.

The report suggests that the university should consider building more dormitories or finding alternative housing options for students and faculty.

The report also suggests that the university should consider increasing its budget for student housing.

The report concludes that the university should take action to address the housing shortage.

The report is available for download on the university's website.
**BULLDOGS**

New last season's success in the state's basketball tournament, the University of Georgia Bulldogs have its sights set on another championship.

**SORROW ORANGES**

Sorority Alpha Kappa Alpha has organized a series of fundraising events in honor of the late Dr. Martin Luther King Jr.

**ZODIAC NEWS**

The upcoming astrology predictions suggest a period of change and transformation. Students are advised to prepare for unexpected changes in their daily routines.

**TRIVIA CONTEST**

Sensational prizes await the winners of the trivia contest. Answer correctly and you could win a grand prize.

**DOLLS**

Join 91FM's exclusive coverage of this weekend's ECAC Tournament in Utica.

**WEED KILLER**

Researchers are studying the effects of weed killer on local wildlife. The study aims to understand any potential harm to the ecosystem.

**MADISON THEATRE**

George Burns and Gracie Allen will perform a live show at the Madison Theatre.

**ZINDA**

A career in law—without law school.

**COFFEE HOUSE**

The coffee house is open every Saturday night with live music and a cozy atmosphere.

**EDDA SHOW**

Earring show on Sunday, May 3.

**SEIDENBERG JEWELRY**

Every fine jewelry purchase includes a free gift.
It's Bad Enough We Have To Eat It...

by Virgile DeBakey

As I was doing my summer work, before I left for the summer vacation, I began to think about food and its effect on your health. After all, we were just talking about the importance of a healthy diet. I decided to write an article about this topic.

To the Editor:

I am writing to bring attention to the quality of food served on campus. As many of you may be aware, the food served in the cafeteria is often unappetizing and lacks variety. It is not uncommon to find the same food items on both the daily and weekly menus.

I would like to suggest that we form a committee to discuss this issue further. The committee could be composed of students, faculty, and staff who are concerned about the quality of food served on campus. This would be an excellent opportunity to bring attention to the importance of a healthy diet and to ensure that the food served on campus meets the nutritional needs of the student body.

I look forward to hearing your thoughts on this matter.

Sincerely,

[Student Name]

peter's losers

prison's losers

punk rock

'Missiles Sighted Over New York'

Imagine this: Governor Carey is delivering the keynote address at a political convention in Kuwait. Suddenly, an aide informs him that a fleet of Soviet battlecruisers has been sighted off the coast of Long Island. The governor rushes off to his office, dials a special, unlisted number, and within minutes is speaking on a radio and TV network giving him almost blanket coverage of the state of New York.

Or perhaps this: a radar satellite passes over the People's Republic of China detects a flight of ICBM's headed toward scattered targets in the U.S. In New York State, 700 government officials, aides and staff personnel are immediately ushered inside the Emergency Operations Center in Albany to safely run the state and implement evacuation of major target areas.

see centerfold

- Art Gallery 3a
- Aztec Two Step 3a
- Mischief Mime 2a
- Records 7a
Kazoos and Spiders Mischief and Mime

By MARK J. BATAHIELD

A

ong with mouse and bat, the Kazoo is one of the most familiar and versatile of American musical instruments. It is a simple device that can be made at home, although professional Kazoos are also available. The Kazoo consists of a metal or plastic frame with a set of strings attached to it. The player holds the Kazoo by the strings and moves the frame back and forth, causing the strings to vibrate and produce sound.

The Kazoo is a popular instrument in many cultural contexts, particularly among children and in folk music. It is often used in Devil's Tattoo bands, a genre of music that originated in the southern United States and is characterized by its use of the kazoo, banjo, and steel guitar.

The Kazoo is not only a musical instrument, but also a playful and whimsical object. It can be used as a toy, a source of amusement, or a prop in performances. Its versatility and simplicity make it an accessible and enjoyable instrument for all ages.

The Kazoo is also a symbol of resistance and protest. During the civil rights movement in the United States, the kazoo was used as a part of the Freedom Rides and other nonviolent direct action protests. The kazoo served as a way for protesters to express their determination and solidarity in the face of opposition.

Polly Hope's Work "Stuffs" Art Gallery

By LINDA LAING-FUCAZZI

A

lthough Polly Hope's work has been described as "stuffed," this term is a misnomer. Her sculptures are not actual stuffed animals or objects, but rather are created through a process of assemblage and manipulation.

Hope's work often incorporates found objects and disabled toys, creating a sense of playfulness and whimsy. Her sculptures are characterized by their use of color and texture, as well as their combination of unexpected materials. Hope has been described as a "found art" artist, and her work often incorporates found objects and discarded materials.

The title "Stuffs" is a metaphor for Hope's approach to art, which often involves taking something that is broken or damaged and giving it new life. Hope's work is a celebration of imperfection and the beauty that can be found in unexpected places.

Hope's work has been exhibited in galleries and museums across the United States, and she has received critical acclaim for her unique approach to art. Her work is known for its humor, playfulness, and the unexpected combinations of materials that she uses.

The artist is currently working on a new series of sculptures that will be exhibited at a gallery in New York City. The series is a response to the current political climate and the Trump administration's policies, and it is expected to be controversial.

Hope's work is a testament to the power of creativity and imagination, and it serves as a reminder that beauty can be found in unexpected places. Her sculptures are a celebration of the human spirit and the ability to transform brokenness into something new and beautiful.
**Guardians of a Nuclear Dawn**

by G. PASCAL ZACHARY

The Atomic Bombing of Hiroshima and Nagasaki.

The Atoms of Darkness, by John Hersey.
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**King Kong** (1976)

**Friday and Saturday**

**3 Tower East Cinema**

**A Change From Beer and Pretzels**

Sun Rock Coffee House

Monostrap

**Wine & Cheese**

**PERFORMANCES by jennifer miller and THE WORKS**

**MONDAY NIGHT JAZZ**

**Hoffskeller Center**

**A jazz enthusiast is welcome to come and jam or just listen to talented artists.**

The New Papa Bear Lounge

**Two Sets**

Sunday, May 5th

Overly "O" Band

**Chris Hillman in Concert**

Formerly of the Byrds, Burrito Bros., Manassas, and S.H.F.

Tix Now On Sale At:

Papa Bear Lounge

Mill Crest Ave.

Just-A-Song Records

Moondance Boutique

$4.00 advance

$5.00 at door (limited ticket availability)

Tix sold at S.A. Record Co-op
experimental thr.

THE FIELD

CIRCLE DANCE

OF TIME

ARNIE PALMER IS BACK;
Shoots 65 In Tourney

ORLANDO, Fla. (AP) - With a
number of his children and a
slab of the famous greens, Arnold
Palmer quickly shot 65 to take the
lead at the Florida Citrus Open Golf
Tourney. There have been other
good scores in the first five days
since Palmer arrived last week. But
there were only two others, 63 and
64, to match Palmer's score. The
field of 124 players was as sharp
as any tournament field in the
Tourney.

"In recent years I've had some
good rounds that I haven't been
happy with. I've had good scores
but I haven't played well. So I had
hopes for the way I was hitting the
ball, the way the short game was
coming along and the putting," said
Arnold, who has been working on
his putting.

It was a close match-up. He was
closely followed and criticized
that, but he handled some of the
pressure and grew that into the
kind of the world's greatest
billionaire a decade back.

For once, why don't you get
your typewriter
in shape before the
papers build up?

Getchell's Typewriter
WE SERVICE ALL MAKES AND MODELS
SUNY SPECIAL $5.00 off
chemical cleaning with ID
includes adjustment, oiling, cleaning, minor repairs, and a free
check on your machine.

10% off every item
with SUNYA ID
We also service and sell calculators!

JIMI PLAYS
BERKELEY

NEXT FRIDAYS AT Midnight

"The historic Berkeley Concert is a must see for all Hendrix
fanatics and rock music fans!"

—N.Y. Herald

ONE SHOW ONLY!
AT MIDNIGHT NEXT FRIDAY

ALL REMAINING FEMALE BOOTS
$20. And $25. Pair
Reg. In $55.

ALL REMAINING FEMALE SALE SHOES
$7 And $19. Pair
Reg. In $55.

ALL REMAINING MENS SALE SHOES
$10. Pair
Reg. In $40

PST!
HAVE YOU HEARD ABOUT

The $20 resume

How to get your resume professionally typed and printed (free copies)
for under $20.

For the $20 competitive price, we will type your resume professionally typed and printed (free copies)
for under $20. It's a better price than any competing firm in the Bay Area and it's the best deal in the business.

This isn't a low-cost deal, we will type your resume professionally typed and printed (free copies)
for under $20. Please contact us for more information.

Contact the Albany Student Press competition service 467-9486 (ask for
Dr. Edris or Karin).
Danes Surprise Ranked Hamilton 94-83

Conversing from the stands, the "C.U." fans were shouting at John Hahsberg, a native son of Albany, to return to the bench at the 3:10 mark, putting Albany up by 37-25. January 22nd at the center. The fans were making a noise that would make Duane Leger and Patrick O'Donnell be proud. The Danes were making a statement that they would not be pushed around by the Indians. In the second half, the Danes pushed the lead further, with a 20-point lead, and the game was all but over.

The Danes were led by Georges Bataille, who scored 24 points, and Christopher Smith, who added 18 points. The Danes were also led by their defense, holding Hamilton to just 83 points. The Danes were able to get the victory, but it was not without a fight. The Indians were not going down without a fight, and they fought hard to get back into the game. However, the Danes were too much for them, and they were able to secure the victory.

The Danes were able to get the victory, but it was not without a fight. The Indians were not going down without a fight, and they fought hard to get back into the game. However, the Danes were too much for them, and they were able to secure the victory.

Albany State will host the New York State Women's Basketball Tournament this weekend. The first event begins tonight.

JFV Five Win Twice

by Marc Blockman

With two games remaining on the junior varsity basketball schedule, the Albany State University women's basketball team is looking for a good start to the season. The team won both games last weekend over University of Buffalo 75-54 and University of New York 85-50, adding much-needed points to their record. With these two wins, the team improves to 2-0 on the season, and they are now looking forward to their next games against the University of Rhode Island and the University of New England.

Cardinals Name New Coach

Cardinals head coach Greg Williams has been named the new coach of the University of Southern Mississippi women's basketball team. Williams, who has been an assistant coach at the university for the past three years, was named to the position after the departure of the previous coach, who left to take a similar position at another university.

Intramural Sports Calendar

Waterpolo (Con): Interest meeting March 7-7, C.C. 346, 4:00 pm. All are invited.

WIRA Softball: Interest meeting March 8, C.C. 375, 4:00 pm. All are welcome.

Super Quarters: Interest meeting March 9, C.C. 375, 4:00 pm. All are invited.

Softball (Cost $45): Interest meeting March 13, C.C. 375, 4:00 pm. All are welcome.

Reserves and Information

funded by SA

JECKANAR presents:

THE AWAKENING OF MAN

an evening of art and entertainment

tomorrow afternoon 11-11 am where: Winchester Hall R.S.V.P. for information to: ochanan at albany

Mar 3-4

SPARKY RUCKER

ONE OF THE FEW YOUNG BLACK MUSICIANS DOING TRADITIONAL BLUES TONGUES, BORN & STILL LIVE IN LOUISIANA, SPARKY ALSO PERFORMS MOUNTAIN SONGS, WORK SONGS, MIXED GENRES PLUS HIS OWN MATERIAL

OPENING ACT AT 8PM:

FREEZE DRIED SUGAR'S "ALBERT"
WOLFGAN & MARK CHAPPELL ON HARMONICA, AARDOS & CC ASSEMBLY HALL OTHERS TO FOLLOW

CATALOGUE NUMBERS COME OUT TO GET YOUR COUGAR PIN, we would jump out of \( \text{Rohner} \) over the head. If the fans could not see, the fans would not be expected to see it. The fans were just happy that they were able to see the game, and they were able to enjoy it.

The Danes were able to get the victory, but it was not without a fight. The Indians were not going down without a fight, and they fought hard to get back into the game. However, the Danes were too much for them, and they were able to secure the victory.

Albany State will host the New York State Women's Basketball Tournament this weekend. The first event begins tonight.
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Emotional Crowd Enjoy Shots

by Rich Seliger

There are times when a crowd is in a mood to express itself, as fans of the Detroit Tigers did when they greeted each member of the 1984 World Series championship team that visited Tiger Stadium recently. And there are times when a crowd is not in the mood to express itself, as fans of the Detroit Tigers did Tuesday night when they greeted each member of the 1973 World Series championship team that visited Tiger Stadium.

The Tigers' home opener against the White Sox was a sellout, but the crowd was not in the mood to express itself. The Tigers were leading 4-0 when the game was called in the eighth inning because of rain.

The crowd was not in the mood to express itself because the Tigers were leading 4-0. The Tigers had scored four runs in the first inning, and the crowd was not in the mood to express itself because the Tigers were leading 4-0.

The crowd was not in the mood to express itself because the Tigers were leading 4-0. The Tigers had scored four runs in the first inning, and the crowd was not in the mood to express itself because the Tigers were leading 4-0.

The crowd was not in the mood to express itself because the Tigers were leading 4-0. The Tigers had scored four runs in the first inning, and the crowd was not in the mood to express itself because the Tigers were leading 4-0.

The crowd was not in the mood to express itself because the Tigers were leading 4-0. The Tigers had scored four runs in the first inning, and the crowd was not in the mood to express itself because the Tigers were leading 4-0.

The crowd was not in the mood to express itself because the Tigers were leading 4-0. The Tigers had scored four runs in the first inning, and the crowd was not in the mood to express itself because the Tigers were leading 4-0.

The crowd was not in the mood to express itself because the Tigers were leading 4-0. The Tigers had scored four runs in the first inning, and the crowd was not in the mood to express itself because the Tigers were leading 4-0.

The crowd was not in the mood to express itself because the Tigers were leading 4-0. The Tigers had scored four runs in the first inning, and the crowd was not in the mood to express itself because the Tigers were leading 4-0.

The crowd was not in the mood to express itself because the Tigers were leading 4-0. The Tigers had scored four runs in the first inning, and the crowd was not in the mood to express itself because the Tigers were leading 4-0.

The crowd was not in the mood to express itself because the Tigers were leading 4-0. The Tigers had scored four runs in the first inning, and the crowd was not in the mood to express itself because the Tigers were leading 4-0.

The crowd was not in the mood to express itself because the Tigers were leading 4-0. The Tigers had scored four runs in the first inning, and the crowd was not in the mood to express itself because the Tigers were leading 4-0.

The crowd was not in the mood to express itself because the Tigers were leading 4-0. The Tigers had scored four runs in the first inning, and the crowd was not in the mood to express itself because the Tigers were leading 4-0.

The crowd was not in the mood to express itself because the Tigers were leading 4-0. The Tigers had scored four runs in the first inning, and the crowd was not in the mood to express itself because the Tigers were leading 4-0.

The crowd was not in the mood to express itself because the Tigers were leading 4-0. The Tigers had scored four runs in the first inning, and the crowd was not in the mood to express itself because the Tigers were leading 4-0.

The crowd was not in the mood to express itself because the Tigers were leading 4-0. The Tigers had scored four runs in the first inning, and the crowd was not in the mood to express itself because the Tigers were leading 4-0.

The crowd was not in the mood to express itself because the Tigers were leading 4-0. The Tigers had scored four runs in the first inning, and the crowd was not in the mood to express itself because the Tigers were leading 4-0.

The crowd was not in the mood to express itself because the Tigers were leading 4-0. The Tigers had scored four runs in the first inning, and the crowd was not in the mood to express itself because the Tigers were leading 4-0.

The crowd was not in the mood to express itself because the Tigers were leading 4-0. The Tigers had scored four runs in the first inning, and the crowd was not in the mood to express itself because the Tigers were leading 4-0.

The crowd was not in the mood to express itself because the Tigers were leading 4-0. The Tigers had scored four runs in the first inning, and the crowd was not in the mood to express itself because the Tigers were leading 4-0.

The crowd was not in the mood to express itself because the Tigers were leading 4-0. The Tigers had scored four runs in the first inning, and the crowd was not in the mood to express itself because the Tigers were leading 4-0.

The crowd was not in the mood to express itself because the Tigers were leading 4-0. The Tigers had scored four runs in the first inning, and the crowd was not in the mood to express itself because the Tigers were leading 4-0.

The crowd was not in the mood to express itself because the Tigers were leading 4-0. The Tigers had scored four runs in the first inning, and the crowd was not in the mood to express itself because the Tigers were leading 4-0.

The crowd was not in the mood to express itself because the Tigers were leading 4-0. The Tigers had scored four runs in the first inning, and the crowd was not in the mood to express itself because the Tigers were leading 4-0.

The crowd was not in the mood to express itself because the Tigers were leading 4-0. The Tigers had scored four runs in the first inning, and the crowd was not in the mood to express itself because the Tigers were leading 4-0.

The crowd was not in the mood to express itself because the Tigers were leading 4-0. The Tigers had scored four runs in the first inning, and the crowd was not in the mood to express itself because the Tigers were leading 4-0.

The crowd was not in the mood to express itself because the Tigers were leading 4-0. The Tigers had scored four runs in the first inning, and the crowd was not in the mood to express itself because the Tigers were leading 4-0.

The crowd was not in the mood to express itself because the Tigers were leading 4-0. The Tigers had scored four runs in the first inning, and the crowd was not in the mood to express itself because the Tigers were leading 4-0.

The crowd was not in the mood to express itself because the Tigers were leading 4-0. The Tigers had scored four runs in the first inning, and the crowd was not in the mood to express itself because the Tigers were leading 4-0.

The crowd was not in the mood to express itself because the Tigers were leading 4-0. The Tigers had scored four runs in the first inning, and the crowd was not in the mood to express itself because the Tigers were leading 4-0.

The crowd was not in the mood to express itself because the Tigers were leading 4-0. The Tigers had scored four runs in the first inning, and the crowd was not in the mood to express itself because the Tigers were leading 4-0.

The crowd was not in the mood to express itself because the Tigers were leading 4-0. The Tigers had scored four runs in the first inning, and the crowd was not in the mood to express itself because the Tigers were leading 4-0.

The crowd was not in the mood to express itself because the Tigers were leading 4-0. The Tigers had scored four runs in the first inning, and the crowd was not in the mood to express itself because the Tigers were leading 4-0.

The crowd was not in the mood to express itself because the Tigers were leading 4-0. The Tigers had scored four runs in the first inning, and the crowd was not in the mood to express itself because the Tigers were leading 4-0.

The crowd was not in the mood to express itself because the Tigers were leading 4-0. The Tigers had scored four runs in the first inning, and the crowd was not in the mood to express itself because the Tigers were leading 4-0.

The crowd was not in the mood to express itself because the Tigers were leading 4-0. The Tigers had scored four runs in the first inning, and the crowd was not in the mood to express itself because the Tigers were leading 4-0.

The crowd was not in the mood to express itself because the Tigers were leading 4-0. The Tigers had scored four runs in the first inning, and the crowd was not in the mood to express itself because the Tigers were leading 4-0.

The crowd was not in the mood to express itself because the Tigers were leading 4-0. The Tigers had scored four runs in the first inning, and the crowd was not in the mood to express itself because the Tigers were leading 4-0.

The crowd was not in the mood to express itself because the Tigers were leading 4-0. The Tigers had scored four runs in the first inning, and the crowd was not in the mood to express itself because the Tigers were leading 4-0.

The crowd was not in the mood to express itself because the Tigers were leading 4-0. The Tigers had scored four runs in the first inning, and the crowd was not in the mood to express itself because the Tigers were leading 4-0.

The crowd was not in the mood to express itself because the Tigers were leading 4-0. The Tigers had scored four runs in the first inning, and the crowd was not in the mood to express itself because the Tigers were leading 4-0.

The crowd was not in the mood to express itself because the Tigers were leading 4-0. The Tigers had scored four runs in the first inning, and the crowd was not in the mood to express itself because the Tigers were leading 4-0.

The crowd was not in the mood to express itself because the Tigers were leading 4-0. The Tigers had scored four runs in the first inning, and the crowd was not in the mood to express itself because the Tigers were leading 4-0.

The crowd was not in the mood to express itself because the Tigers were leading 4-0. The Tigers had scored four runs in the first inning, and the crowd was not in the mood to express itself because the Tigers were leading 4-0.